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Basic Design

New ADCU unit
4-8 channels at 262.144 kHz sampling rate

2 MB/s to 4 MB/s data rate
Not archived; analog testpoints

Heterodyning
Frequency must be a multiple of 128 Hz
Complex time series data
Archived at rates between 2048 Hz and 16384 Hz

Support for FSR GW channels
Support added to dataviewer/dtt



Figure 1: Physical structure of the unit.

duces a 4MHz (222Hz) clock and a one pulse-per-second signal aligned to
UTC. These signals are used for the clock and trigger signals for the ICS130,
respectively.

The ICS130 is the analog to digital converter. It takes the output signals
from the whitening board and oversamples them at a rate of 4MHz using a
sigma-delta type ADC and the clock from the timing monitor. The trigger
from the timing monitor is used to line the samples up with the common
one second boundary used in the rest of the data acquisition network. The
ICS130 filters and decimates the incoming data down to the 262kHz (218Hz)
output rate.

The Pentium is where the majority of the data manipulation occurs. This
board communicates with the data acquisition network through a reflective
memory daughter card. The reflective memory card appears as a portion
of the Pentium’s address space and is connected to a fiber optic network.
Every reflective memory card on the fiber loop presents the same data by
transmitting anything written to it to the other cards.

The Pentium takes the digital data from the ICS130 manipulates it as
necessary and sends it out over the reflective memory. The software to be run
is obtained from a standard ethernet connection to the CDS network. Some
configuration is obtained from startup scripts on the CDS network and the
remainder is obtained from the EPICS configuration management through
the reflective memory.
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Figure 2: Data flow through the unit.

Data Flow

Figure 2 depicts the flow of data through the Pentium. There are two general
sets of configuration items – ones that are configured through defines in the
code and startup script and ones that are obtained from EPICS at runtime.
The digital sample data is read from the ICS130 with a configuration option
telling the Pentium how many channels (signals) to read. Once the data is
in the Pentium’s memory, the EPICS configuration determines the output
format of the data to be sent to the reflective memory. This involves mapping
each incoming channel to zero or more output channels each with a given
output rate and type.

The output type can concievably be any power of 2Hz from 24Hz up
to 218Hz, but currently only 2kHz, 16kHz and 262kHz are supported. The
output type may be a 16 bit integer, a 32 bit floating-point number or a
complex pair of 32 bit floating point numbers. The complex pair is only valid
for heterodyned channels which additionally require a heterodyne frequency.
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Figure 3: Transfer function of the whitening board.

Whitening Board

The whitening board was designed by Daniel Sigg. A printed circuit board
was fabricated and the electronic components were manually soldered on to
it. A custom cable was made to connect the 9pin output from the whitening
board to the 44pin input to the ICS130. The transfer function has four zeros
at 20Hz and four poles at 100Hz in addition to a pole at 150kHz and one
at 300kHz. This causes a gain of approximately 625 in the range 100Hz
to 100kHz and some antialiasing above that range. The measured transfer
function is displayed in Figure 3.

Timing Monitor

The timing monitor was an existing board created for use with the earlier
analog-to-digital converters. The one pulse-per-second signal was wired to
pin 18 on the output header and a custom cable was made to bring the clock
and 1PPS signals from the timing monitor to the clock and trigger signals of
the ICS130.
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Fast DAQ Channel on AS3
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Fast DAQ Channel on AS3
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Proposal

Add a fast ADCU to each interferometer
Costs:

3 CPUs VMIC 7805: $3600 ea.
3 reflective memory boards: $2500 ea.

5 ICS-130 (2 spares): $8000 ea.
3 timing boards (D980369): free(?)
6 whitening boards (D040425): $1000 per board

Total: ~$65k, allocated $15k (test)
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